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introduction
In my bachelor thesis, I introduce a development process of a design system for an evolving 
ecosystem Digital Public Services and its context. According to its definition, a Design System 
is a set of interconnected patterns and shared practices coherently organized to aid in digital 
product design and development of products such as apps or websites [Wikipedia]. It usually 
is a static library of components designed specifically for the project which has to be applied 
manually. It requires expert knowledge and is influenced by the aesthetic sense of its designers.

wtf.dps
DPS (Digital Public Services) is an intellectual and technological support infrastructure that 
provides space, tools, and resources to its members for an alternative way of existence in a layer 
above existing social systems. It is an environment for learning, creating, and managing Shared 
Things.

It redefines the concept of work, the function of money, the sense of authorship, the principles 
of intellectual property, or production processes. We want to simplify the process of designing 
small or large organizational structures, digital tools, economic models, and other social 
protocols for everybody.

The fundamental part of DPS is the emerging ethical framework which is based on shared 
collective values and represents the DNA written into every part of the ecosystem.

The DPS supports conscious creation of useful and free Things.

rituals.dps
With DPS, rituals appear which help synchronize its members on various levels. A ritual, by its 
definition in psychology, means every action of a person which shows stereotypical repetition 
and is based on a defined set of rules [Wikipedia].

rituals.dps organically emerge according to needs of its members. They stay active if there is at 
least one member participating and disappear when there is nobody. All rituals are voluntary. 
They take place at regular intervals and involve working on DPS itself or more casual activities. 
rituals.dps support growth on a mental, intellectual, and physical level. They primarily happen 
in an online space to enable access to all their members, are not tied to geographical location, 
and take into account different time-zones. They are consciously designed to allow the involve-
ment of a big number of its users. rituals.dps enable its members to participate in any part of 
the ecosystem and because of it they create horizontal, decentralized, and distributed networks 
of each process.
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current DPS rituals

active [private]
self-log.dps
live.dps
run.dps
irl.dps

active [public]
meditation.dps

paused
reading.dps

in development
skateboarding.dps
drawing.dps

self-log.dps

self-log.dps is designed for collective decision making and defining of various topics.

The ritual consists two steps. First, each member writes their own opinion on a specific topic. 
Second, a subsequent synthesis into a single text follows which unifies all points of view. A topic 
is chosen based on a current need and the texts are shared in real-time to avoid cross-influence 
between members. An opinion can contain personal views, specific propositions, or solutions. 
Even though one member is in charge of the synthesis, collective editing follows. For example, 
wtf-dps text was written using the self-log.dps ritual. Also, this thesis is, to an extent, a synthesis 
of other members self-log.dps on the topics in some of chapters.

Occurs irregularly

live-dps.dps

live.dps is designed for collective creation of individual DPS systems.

The ritual consists of a connection through a voice-channel and a discussion of current topics. 
Creation is facilitated through the discussion itself, prototyping, or coding. Prototyping happens 
in Figma design editor in live.public.services file in which individual versions of sketches of 
ecosystem.dps are saved.
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live.dps sessions are recorded and their database serves members who were not present 
as well as those who were and would like to revisit the session. It is possible to comment on 
the recordings through Dropbox at specific times and discuss various topics or add more 
information, such as links or references.

Occurrence: 1-2× a week for 1-4 hours

reading.dps

reading.dps is designed for collective reading and text analysis.

The ritual is currently not active because we did not find the right way how it could work. Its 
testing happened through evening voice-calls, shared Are.na channels, and common Dropbox 
Papers. (Are.na is a visual organization tool and Dropbox Paper is a collaborative document-
-editing service.) We picked a collection of essays The Shape of Things by Vilém Flusser as 
a book for reading which seemed relevant to DPS. Then, we read one or more chapters in 
advance and we saved our notes or highlights into personal Are.na channels. Prior to reading.dps, 
we searched for overlaps of what each member thought was important. During reading.dps, we 
were not only discussing the chapters and the author, but also the topics of essays in general. 
Because it was time-consuming to read the whole text in advance and memorize its content, 
we tried the version when we were reading the texts during the ritual. In this version, we were 
highlighting and commenting on the shared Dropbox Paper with the text copied from the book. 
But none of these methods seemed ideal for us because it was not clear what we would like 
to achieve. For the future, we think of reading.dps as a collective tool that allows text commen-
tary and discussion of specific parts and topics through the chat.

Occurrence: 2× a month for 2-4 hours

meditation.dps

meditation.dps is designed for collective meditation.

meditation.dps is the first ritual that was created within DPS. From the beginning, it happened in real 
life, but it switched into online space because of difficulty with real-life meetings. At the moment, 
meditation.dps is the only ritual open to the public. A simple website meditation.public.services 
was created which contains a countdown to the next meditation, basic information, and a link 
to a Discord server where the meditation happens. Times of meditations are set so that it is 
possible to connect from any part of the world. It runs in voice-channel and consists of a guided 
and silent session. There is a guide present in guided meditation who takes care of the process. 
Silent meditation involves connecting users through a voice-channel with the microphones 
turned off. It is an everyday ritual that follows after the run.dps ritual. The Discord channel has 
the option to leave feedback and suggestions. A habit of sharing photos of the sky emerged as 
a part of this ritual.

https://meditation.public.services
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Occurrence [guided]: every 3rd day for 30 min
Occurrence [silent]: every day for 30 min

run.dps

run.dps is designed for collective running.

The ritual consists of connection through voice channel and various discussions in the first half 
an hour followed by individual running with microphones switched off. Online running eliminates 
problems at a different speed, running location, or duration (even though duration is the same 
in most cases). Same as with meditation.dps, a habit of sharing photos emerged in run.dps. 
In this case, a view of the track.

Occurrence: every day for 1 hour

irl.dps

irl.dps is designed for face to face meetings of DPS members.
 
irl.dps is the only ritual that happens in real life. As part of it, DPS members meet in nature, 
discuss DPS, and get to know each other on a personal level.

Occurrence: every half a year for 2-5 days
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principles.dps
The fundamental part of DPS is the emerging ethical framework, which is based on shared 
collective values and represents the DNA written into every part of the ecosystem [wtf.dps quote].
As an example of collective values, we observe a denial of own originality and authorship which 
is needed in the function of the collective. Because each memeber.dps can engage in any part 
of ecosystem.dps, we do not believe in expert knowledge, formal roles, or vertical structures.
ethical-framework.dps consists of a list of particular ethics and exists for clarification of collective 
values. A value becomes fundamental when it is approved by all members of the core team.

Current DPS values

based on a shared collective effort
operating within shared collective values
cultivating collective motivation
embodied anti-individualist mindset
embodied anti-consumerist mindset
embodied transparency
rejected originality
rejected ego
rejected competition
no best practices
no (product) fetishism
no connections to marketing
no connections to advertising
no (static) hierarchies
no middleman
no experts or specializations
no employees
no employers
no masters
no slaves
no assignments
no grades
no pressure
no awards
no certificates
shared systems
shared tools
shared methods
shared practice
shared rituals
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systems.dps
systems.dps is an emerging complex of living systems (software) that are interconnected. 
They create DPS technological infrastructure and information ecology. systems.dps aim to keep 
the whole ecosystem together and transmit information and data between its parts. They allow 
members.dps a simple, democratized creation, management, and development of free and shared 
Things, such as tools.dps, services.dps, and products.dps.

At the moment, the systems which we primarily describe and develop during rituals.dps 
and through methods.dps are: core-process.dps, builder.dps, design-system.dps, 
typographic-system.dps, procedural-system.dps, identity-system.dps, funding-system.dps, 
ethical-framework.dps, economic-system.dps, and legal-system.dps.

ecosystem.dps

simulation
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design-system.dps
design-system.dps is a library of general structural elements which are called elements.dps. 
It differs from the other design systems in its fluidity and connection to live.dps, research-dps, 
typographic-system.dps, and builder.dps compared to the usual static library. design-system.dps 
is characterized by a super-normal interface which consists of innovative synthesis of existing 
mainstream digital systems. It is not defined by its appearance, but its function and philosophy. 
The base of design-system.dps lies in the ethical framework, which stays the same even if 
design-system.dps itself changes during the time.

elements.dps are individual building elements for which a need first emerges while designing in 
live.dps ritual. In this phase, the appearance of an element is based on an intuitive idea of what 
such an element should look and behave like.

In the next phase, design-system.dps is connected to research.dps. research.dps becomes 
a tool that takes data from data-sets.dps and visualizes their synthesis. In the case of 
design-system.dps, it visualizes the synthesis of already existing mainstream digital sites and 
platforms. members.dps can collect, sort, and prioritize data through research.dps and generate 
normal/super-normal elements.dps. Because of it, elements.dps do not have a stable visual 
appearance and organically change in time.

Designing does not happen through sketching in the graphic editor, but parametric modeling of 
data sources from data-sets.dps. Still, the final touch of a designer is important in the process. 
A designer decides which data are used, compares the result of research.dps with the result 
from live.dps, and then apply changes to the system. The changes are explained by reasoning.dps, 
so it is possible to question, revise, and develop them.

A new version of the element appears in the builder.dps and is written into every part of 
the ecosystem. It is possible to compose elements into functional units without any special 
knowledge. In the future, builder.dps should serve as a tool for building websites and platforms 
for the broader public.

design-system.dps is designed as an adaptable tool that reacts to the user's context. Its 
appearance could be influenced by time, geographical location, operation system, type of 
user's device, or personal settings in a system.

All versions of design-system.dps and particular elements.dps are saved in git.dps. 
Hypothetically, it is possible to switch between different versions of interface.dps and, 
for example, use European interface.dps from 2022 in the year 2024.
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methods.dps
methods.dps define and describe starting points and strategies in the creation of different 
parts of ecosystem.dps. They have a universal character and are designed for application into 
as many parts of the ecosystem as possible. They should be ready to be used and applied at 
any time by anybody. Because of this, the way of designing by particular members.dps can be 
unified. methods.dps are directly connected to ethical-framework.dps and reflect principles.dps, 
shared ethical values of members.dps. methods.dps are connected to reasoning.dps and 
git.dps so its meaning and purpose could change in time with the whole ecosystem.

super-normal.dps

One of methods.dps is super-normal.dps which is used in typographic-system.dps and 
design-system.dps at the moment.

The fundamental definition of the term super-normal contains book/catalog Super Normal: 
Sensations of the Ordinary. It defines super-normal in these two ways:

1. super-normal as something extremely/absolutely normal

The Super Normal object can be defined by something that is not present. 
Or something it does not have. Style, identity, originality, remarkableness.

the greatest degree of normality possible, 'normality' in its ontological form, 
its quintessential perfection

 
2. super-normal as an act of promotion of something normal to a state of super/over normal. 
It is primarily done by a change or a small improvement by an established person, designer, 
or collective work and public consensus.

The history of a product, lasting anywhere from a century to a millennium, ultimately 
leads to the genesis of an object that conjures the picture we all see in our minds 
when we hear or read the word 'chair,' for instance. Morrison's Plywood Chair of 1988, 
produced by Vitra, certainly comes quite close to the archetype of a chair. But a closer 
look reveals differences: the gentle sway of the backrest; the intentional flaunting of 
the simple, flattened Phillips head screw; the surprising lightness of the chair; and not 
least the exceptional simplicity of its construction, which is clearly evident on 
the underside of the seat.
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replacement of a special screw with a more ordinary, more accessible one as an act 
of promoting an object from normal to supernormal [see quote above]

DPS takes both of these definitions of super-normal into account. The method describes the process 
of dynamical designing based on data-sets.dps and averaging into 'normal' appearance of 
an element. In this phase, it discovers the first definition and searches for the so-called dumb 
super-normal, the most universal form. The second definition comes with the touch of a designer 
who promotes the form to the super-normal state. A designer (any member.dps ) temporarily fixes 
the appearance of an element through reasoning.dps in the DPS system.

The method allows the designing of digital, but also physical objects. A physical object could be 
for example a T-shirt whose 'super-normal' cut is an average of all cuts from different samples. 
Cuts are collected through research.dps into data-sets.dps. A digital object could be for example 
an appearance of the button or a set of text heights which are based on an average of all 
versions from a data set.
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research.dps
research.dps is a general tool for data collection and creation of data-sets which shapes 
the whole ecosystem on different levels. It works with a close connection to systems.dps and 
methods.dps.

It creates an universal method of research and design of things together with super-normal.dps. 
In this case, research.dps takes data from data-sets.dps and visualizes various synthesis. 
research.dps is applied on design-system.dps and typographic-system.dps at the moment, 
but it will be possible to use it in different fields as clothing.dps or objects.dps in the future.
By this method, super-normal typeface used in this thesis was created.

typographic-system.dps tool, the final glyph after synthesis vs blend of all data input

research.dps could work as a set of independent digital services in connection with 
procedural-system.dps, the system for the shaping of organizational structures. Every organi-
zation could consciously form data-sets about its own processes and then provide those 
data-sets as a service.

ama.dps is a module that is linked to research.dps. The format ask-me-anything serves for 
collecting and answering questions and for data shaping of faq.dps, frequently asked questions, 
and their answers.
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git.dps
git.dps is a system for maintenance and archiving of all versions of elements present in 
ecosystem.dps. This kind of element could be anything from various parameters of a button,
elements.dps composed into bigger units (tools.dps, services.dps, and products.dps), or 
a record of the whole ecosystem.dps evolution. This means that everything what is created in 
ecosystem.dps has its historical record in git.dps and it is possible to come back to it, refer to it, 
or create a fork of parallel versions. git.dps is closely connected to reasoning.dps and exists 
only at an theoretical level at the moment.

reasoning.dps
reasoning.dps is a principle and tool which preserves and access the open structure of design 
decisions which are present in all parts of ecosystem.dps. Explanation of applied changes 
is archived through reasoning.dps. That opens up a discussion about particular decisions. 
reasoning.dps also contains a possibility of collective voting on the basis of which changes 
take place. New inputs, votings, and arguments could retrospectively question past decisions 
and lead to a redesign or fork of the designed options. The same as with git.dps, reasoning.dps 
exists only at an theoretical level at the moment.

roadmap.dps
Everything around DPS emerges naturally and voluntarily without inner deadlines, but 
roadmap.dps with long term goals does exist. Because of it, an idea of the future and collective 
aims are visible.

The whole DPS project has started at the beginning of this year and it has 7 members at 
the moment. In this phase, we are creating an abstract network of various processes and we are 
testing them. Their description in this thesis is at the philosophical and theoretical level most of 
the time and it serves as a preparation for their future realization. We are using existing platforms 
like Discord, DropboxPaper, or Figma for communication, designing, and testing. However, 
we would like to create and develop our own tools in the future. New DPS members (not limited 
to the geographical location) could also be added to the existing core-team. In the future, DPS 
aims to create digital tools that are accessible and positively contribute to life of anyone who is 
interested in using them.
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design-system roadmap

design-system.dps is a long-term project which continually grows with other parts of 
the ecosystem and is in a phase of creation at the moment. The elements which are written to 
the digital environment have intuitively evolved through ritual live.dps. Parallel to it, research.dps 
is tested through averaging of selected data in Google sheet, while its first coded prototype is 
in progress. The coded prototype takes data from the spreadsheet and visualises their synthesis. 
research.dps currently focuses on only a few basic elements, but the number will grow with 
the needs of the whole ecosystem. The application of individual elements into the ecosystem is 
currently manual, but this way of creation should be replaced by builder.dps. Through builder.dps, 
it will be possible to create, save, version, and reuse parts of the digital interface without expert 
knowledge.

At the moment, design-system.dps is like the other parts of ecosystem.dps in its theoretical 
and testing phase.

meditation.public.services site using intuitively designed elements from live.dps
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comparison of elements from live.dps and research.dps

actual research.dps in Google spreadsheet
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conclusion
For me, design-system.dps goes beyond the format of the bachelor thesis and contains much 
more than the design system itself. Because of the need for an explanation of DPS and 
interconnections of its systems, this final thesis is more of a general record of the actual phase. 
It is a description of abstract levels of the ecosystem and a record of particular testings. The thesis 
maps how collective decision-making and designing works and opens up a theoretical rather 
than a technical discussion about the conceptual side of design-system.dps, rituals.dps, 
principles.dps, and methods.dps.

coded version of research.dps that takes parameters from Google spreadsheet, in progress


